
 

 
Caregiver Corner: Grade K 

 
 
Dear Caregiver, 
  
Welcome to another week! The weather is warming up and maybe you’re finding ways 
to get outside more. Sprinklers, yard games, or just cloud gazing can be great ways to 
pass summer time. Whatever you’re up to, you’re probably spending a lot of that time 
together with family. So that is what inspired this week’s topic. 
  
This week we are exploring Family Time! 
Each day we offer a different activity and provide you with tips to extend the learning. 
  

● Reading Monday: Read A Great Day 
Use the Take and Teach Lesson Key Ideas and Details pages to walk your child 
through the text. 
You may also have your child reread the text on other days this week and guide 
them with the Respond & Extend pages. 

  
● Media Tuesday: Watch I’m Me! 

Extend the fun by having your child name ways other family members are 
unique. 
You may also have them create their own video to tell about themselves. 
  

● Writing Wednesday: Write About an Experience 
Extend the activity by having your child write about one of the other experiences 
in A Great Day, such as taking a walk or dancing. 
More to Read!: We provide another title to extend reading on the topic. 
  

● Research Thursday: Experiment with Sound 
Extend the activity by sorting even more objects. You can take this one outside, 
too. 
  

● Project Friday: Make a Great Day Book 
Extend the activity by having your child add more pages or act out the story. 
  

  
Have a great week of reading and learning! 





Daniel Jacobs
Illustrated by Donna Catanese
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GENRE Fiction


WHY THIS TEXT?


This text features a great day that a father bear and son spend together. Sentence 


patterns and strong text-picture match focus on action words but leave room 


for children to make inferences about theme. Text features include dialogue and 


onomatopoeia (sound words).


VOCABULARY NETWORK


Words About a Day Out fun (adj.), tired (adj.), together (adv.)


A Great Day


INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT 


Options for Teacher-Led Sessions


❍  Key Ideas & Details ....................................... 2


• Theme


• Make Inferences


❍  Respond & Extend ........................................ 4


Online Printables


Vocabulary Network 
Organizer


Oral Reading Record


Tabletop Minilessons: Reading


Theme


Make Inferences


Fiction


TEXT X-RAY


KEY IDEAS  LANGUAGE BACKGROUND & CULTURE


• Dad and Cubby spend a day 


together.


• Dad suggests a walk, but 


quickly gets tired. It’s time to 


go home for a nap!


• Dad and Cubby relax on the 


couch, but Cubby can’t sleep.


• He hangs his cap, dances, and 


plays his drum.


• Dad and Cubby find a new 


quiet activity to do together.


• Maybe it’s a great day for a 


nap after all . . .


Key Vocabulary


great (p. 2) 


walk (p. 2)


hill (p. 4) 


nap (p. 7)


sleep (p. 8)


hang (p. 9)


cap (p. 9)


tap (p. 9)


dance (p. 11)


drum (p. 13)


story (p. 14)


Explain that when people are 


tired, even a short nap can help 


them feel better. Even though 


naptime is important, children 


sometimes might skip a nap 


when they need to sleep. Point 


out that as children age, they 


need fewer naps but still need to 


sleep a lot at nighttime.


TEXT COMPLEXITY


READING LEVEL C   OVERALL RATING Slightly Complex


1A Great Day
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GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Build comprehension of the text, using the prompts below as needed.


GENERATE INTEREST


Prompt children to make predictions and share 


connections.


• What do you do with your family for fun?


• What do you think a great day would be like?


BUILD VOCABULARY


Use the Vocabulary Network Organizer to develop 


vocabulary and explore language connections.


• fun (adj.), tired (adj.), together (adv.)


Key Ideas & Details


TEXT EVIDENCE


• “It is a great day for a walk.”


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Spanish cognate: día (day)


What does Dad want Cubby to do? (take a walk) Why? (Dad 


says it is a great day for it.)


Discuss Have children discuss reasons why Dad says it is a 


great day for a walk. Point out that the sun is shining and the 


sky looks clear. Ask children to suggest when it would not be a 


great day for a walk.


2–3


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Reinforce the words up and down with children 


by stretching hands up high and putting them 


down low.


How does Dad feel after walking up and down the hill? 


(He is tired.)


Guide Lead children to find picture clues that tell them Dad 


is tired. Point out parts of the illustration that tell readers Dad 


might also be hot.


4–5


TEXT EVIDENCE


• “Come on,” said Dad. “It is a great day for a nap.”


• PICTURE CLUES


Why does Dad carry Cubby? (Dad may want the walk to be 


over.) Where do you think he is going? (He is probably going 


back home, because he wants to nap.)


Guide Point out Dad’s facial expression. Guide children to 


understand that Dad is probably exhausted. Have children say 


whether Cubby looks tired.


6–7
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A Great Day







EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light


TEXT EVIDENCE


• But he wanted to hang up his cap.


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Act out the word tap by tapping a pencil and 


tapping feet. Say the word as you tap. 


8–9


What does Cubby want to do instead of napping? 


(hang up his cap)


Guide Explain that tap is a sound word. It sounds like 


the sound it names. Have children tap a table. Ask for 


examples of things that can make a tapping sound. 


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Cubby tried to sleep.


• But he wanted to dance.


•  PICTURE CLUES 


10–11


What else goes Tap! Tap! Tap! in the room? (Cubby 


dancing)


Reread Have children reread pages 9–11. Ask how 


Cubby tries to get Dad’s attention. (by hanging his cap 


and dancing)


TEXT EVIDENCE


• But he wanted to play the drum.


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support
 ■  ■  ■   Point to Dad. Is he awake or asleep?
   ■  ■   Is Dad awake or asleep now?
  ■   What is Dad doing?


12–13


What does Cubby do for attention? (plays a drum) 


What does Dad do? (sits up on the couch; stops napping)


Guide Point out Dad’s sleepy face and yawn on page 13. 


Guide children to understand that Dad is probably 


still sleepy. 


TEXT EVIDENCE


• “Come on,” said Dad. “It is a great day for a story.”


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Add sketches to the boxes to reinforce 


vocabulary and concepts. 


14–16


Why do you think Dad wants to read a story? (He 


might want a quieter activity.)


Create a Visual Have children tell what happens in 


the beginning, middle, and end of the story. Record 


responses in three boxes.  Point out that when readers 


make inferences, they use clues and what they know to 


make their best guess about the text. Then ask what the 


story is mostly about and write it under the boxes.
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Project


Make a Great Day Book


• Think about what you would 


do on your own great day. 


Make a book about it!


• On separate sheets of paper, 


draw three things you would 


do on your great day. 


• Put your three drawings in 


order for your great day. 


• Share your Great Day book 


with the group.


Response Writing


Write about an Experience


• Think of a time you were 


trying to sleep, but it was 


too noisy. 


• Draw a picture about your 


experience.


• Write to tell about your 


picture. Did you stay awake? 


Did you finally sleep? What 


did you do about the noise?


• Share your picture with the 


group. Discuss ways to be 


quiet when others are trying 


to sleep.


Vocabulary & Language


Use Adjectives


• With a partner, think of 


other words you could use 


instead of great to describe a 


great day.


• Add each new word to 


this sentence: It was a 


 day.


• Share your sentences with 


the group.


Hands-On Activity


Experiment with Sound


• Find six objects in the 


classroom that make sounds 


when you use them. Some 


objects should make loud 


sounds and others should 


make quiet sounds.


• If possible, use each object 


to make the sound. 


• Discuss if the object makes 


a loud sound or a quiet one. 


Then put the objects in two 


groups: Loud and Quiet.


• Explain how you classified 


your objects.
Research Connection


Explore Loud and Quiet


• Reread pages 9–13 and 


find the loud noises Cubby 


makes. Discuss how he 


makes the noises.


• Draw the three things that 


make loud noises. Then 


draw three things that make 


quiet noises. 


• Discuss your pictures with 


the group.


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Explain that children will be using what they have read and their own opinions to respond to the text. Then assign 


and support one or more of the activities below.


REREAD


Reread the text with children, focusing on fluency and meaning.


• When have you stayed up to play when it was time to sleep? 


• What happens when you want to stay awake, but someone else wants to sleep?


Respond & Extend
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